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The Power ofLove 2007~ ?The knower and known of life is love,?Love is synonymous with the immortal,
The Immortal is in and for itself,?Greater than the sum of all our knowledge, And would our soul make up of
one part, The beat of life and love the heart,?The heart knows what the mind cannot,?By love revolving we
know the knower,?The known, when we know love. The Heart Waves 2016~ We hit ninety one mistakes,
But together we spike the sun, In moonlight where we haze, During dusty summer watch, She's the one to
mingle that pump, In the ocean by the weight of sea, She listens by the radio waving my diamond, At bay
back home, Ninety one roses connected, His feet by her back yard too spread, And she watched the heart
turn, To the dive they roll by and touch, Only to find their heaven's spoke, Her eyes became a map of his
heart, Was it a dream pass, In my love that loves, I whispered petals across a car window, To open this break
of silence, Along these kisses, Two hearts in like sitting chocolates, Her lips had last night, In many nights
were tiny rocks, In many nights but have, a bed, And red roses are wet, In many whispers softly laid, And the
lady and I wed, And I spent many moon hours, By the eyes in bed.. A Rose 2007~ Faith is like a rose in the
sky, It turns to the moon, In a blue dim moon light night, A flight A hummingbird, O’ Cherry tree, A Jewel
catches a spark within, A lotus flower, A firefly A distant star, Orion is a beat a base, A petal of cosmic light,
A Nile of endless sun, A Beating of a rose, The petals turn to march, To the moon they turn, Like a rose to
the sun. When We Do 2015~? Again we breathe, And we unlock, Give hope another hours light, Thy love,
Melt into thy loves grace, In lovely gapes, So happens when the light ends, We listen well, In the nights
wedding bell, Unless the vow a recent hollow weed, When all but now, We race in lightning bud, Thy hallow
sun, How wed thy right leave. I’m a Bear 2016~ Yahoo my poop, My ingred friend, The Tigger is to me,
And Eo pea, The sea is sweet in tea, We feel the flow in piglet, He simmers in a can, The worst that barn,
With hairless boy, How shaven be, My Irish nap, What cools my morning soup, Oh yeah that Eo pea, He
kind of makes me Pooh. The Apple Laid 2016~ ? The sky the purple rose, No doubt her cherry cheeks,
Around the heart her tulips, The wakeful leaves of summer, The sun recedes in song, She sparks my love
with singing, The warmth of curls for orchards, The breadth of life the morn, ? The splinters in her beauty,
Oh gosh how love is dumb, We mead the sweetest honey, The harsh wind will come, And then the immortal
hawk, Will sweep the honey’s tooth, So ripe and hoary, o’ cherry, The fare apple doodle in palette.. Kiss me
all night 2012~ Baby boo, be mine, grateful beginning, From two hearts of shooting stars, In each others
shoulder, all night, tender, To her lips, and blessed days of our life, Be my first star, and a glimpse, into the
moon light, Be my dance in the sky, with two souls dancing, in the sky, It may seem wrong, that you only,
kiss me when it rains, In my ears, the sky drips, many tears, for the joy in your eyes, How do you know, I
love you, who is to keep you warm, To send you comfort, lost in your heart, in the petals of the letters,
Dreaming to whisper, many tears, when it rains, again, Just to keep you safe in my shoulders, all night, Kiss
me, all night, again.
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From reader reviews:

Patsy Marshall:

Throughout other case, little individuals like to read book Red Roses Red Roses. You can choose the best
book if you'd prefer reading a book. Given that we know about how is important a new book Red Roses Red
Roses. You can add knowledge and of course you can around the world with a book. Absolutely right,
because from book you can understand everything! From your country until foreign or abroad you may be
known. About simple matter until wonderful thing you could know that. In this era, we could open a book or
perhaps searching by internet gadget. It is called e-book. You need to use it when you feel bored stiff to go to
the library. Let's study.

Robert Carroll:

Precisely why? Because this Red Roses Red Roses is an unordinary book that the inside of the reserve
waiting for you to snap this but latter it will distress you with the secret that inside. Reading this book
alongside it was fantastic author who else write the book in such awesome way makes the content interior
easier to understand, entertaining approach but still convey the meaning fully. So , it is good for you because
of not hesitating having this any longer or you going to regret it. This excellent book will give you a lot of
benefits than the other book get such as help improving your ability and your critical thinking approach. So ,
still want to hold off having that book? If I ended up you I will go to the guide store hurriedly.

Clark Abeyta:

Reading a book for being new life style in this season; every people loves to learn a book. When you study a
book you can get a large amount of benefit. When you read guides, you can improve your knowledge, simply
because book has a lot of information on it. The information that you will get depend on what forms of book
that you have read. In order to get information about your research, you can read education books, but if you
want to entertain yourself look for a fiction books, these kinds of us novel, comics, along with soon. The Red
Roses Red Roses will give you a new experience in examining a book.

Rose Engle:

Don't be worry if you are afraid that this book will certainly filled the space in your house, you will get it in
e-book approach, more simple and reachable. This Red Roses Red Roses can give you a lot of pals because
by you taking a look at this one book you have factor that they don't and make an individual more like an
interesting person. This specific book can be one of one step for you to get success. This publication offer
you information that might be your friend doesn't learn, by knowing more than different make you to be
great people. So , why hesitate? We should have Red Roses Red Roses.
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